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This delightful guide offers budding artists the perfect introduction to the fundamentals of fashion

figure drawing. Showcasing the hip, girly artistic style of Stephanie Corfee, the step-by-step projects

cover a range of looksÃ¢â‚¬â€•from sophisticated and elegant to cool and casual. The book also

contains tips on accessorizing with purses, shoes, hats, and more. And for those who are serious

about style, Fashion Design Workshop includes a glossary of fashion terms and a collection of

model templates so readers can develop their own line of clothing!
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Painter, illustrator, and graphic designer Stephanie Corfee is the author of three books on art and

illustration, all published by Walter Foster: Fashion Design Workshop (7/11), Creative Doodling &

Beyond (12/11), and Creative Illustration & Beyond (11/13). She has licensed her artwork for use on

children's wall decor, apparel, home goods, and other products to such clients as Lil Blue Boo,

Oopsy Daisy, and Target, and sells commissioned artwork, prints of her illustrations, and
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on her website/blog, StephanieCorfee.com.



I have a Degree in Fashion Design, and the one class I didn't get to take was fashion illustration.

(They were cutting the program and I had to miss that class to get others in that were more

important, sad.) I thought that this book was excellent. It really helped me to understand coloring

and shading my sketches. I would suggest this book to anyone who loves to draw fashion sketches.

the book goes into small detail on how to draw a figure. it show pictures of eyes and brows, lips,

hands, faces and profiles, but it does not go deep into how to draw them. it tells you to start your

figures with stick drawing and from there you add the other details of the human body. not easy if

you're someone who cannot draw a shaply leg, arm, hand or head. the book is nice, but it what it

saids it is, tips.

This is more like a text book, but very easy to follow. My 9 year old daughter LOVES it. She's just

starting to dabble in fashion sketches, and what's great about this book is that it breaks it down

step-by-step. It's not just a collection of blank bodies to color (there are no stencils, stickers, etc.). It

actually teaches you HOW to draw the bodies and faces, emphasizing proportion and scale. It has

lots of vibrant examples to use for inspiration, but it's really about teaching you the concepts of

design sketches. Highly recommended! Great quality.

This book was a gift for my 12 old daughter. She liked it so much. Book is great illustrated, has plain

explanation. It is good for beginner designer. It explains what tools any designer must have at first.

Bought this as a present for my 6 year old niece who is into drawing fashion. I thought it may be too

advanced for her, but it had good reviews and thought I'd try it. I went through the book when I got it

and I think it's event too advanced for me. You never know what a kid is capable of and how they

will use there imagination with it so I'm still going to give it too her. I think it would be a great book

for a teen who has better fine motor skills for drawing and is into designing clothes for women.

After a long visit to a book store out of town my daughter did not want to put this book down. She

put it on a list for Christmas of course we did not buy it there because we knew we could get it on 

with out her finding out and possibly a better deal and we got both. When I was at the book store

with her I just flipped through the pages and said that looks really nice. Did not pay that much

attention in the store at it. We have purchased so many of these books and sets as well.After



receiving this I of course done a good look through at it. My wife being an art lover enjoyed this one

as well and understood why my daughter wanted it so bad! Lately we have been running accross

the style drawing books that your child decorates the clothes on the dolls body which is already

drew and then you have those boring step by step books with no flare to bore you to death. With a

child that is way past those steps it is hard to keep them enjoying what they like to do when they are

not inspired. This book is great for inspiration. Well we think it is for our daughter. She is not allowed

to get into the TV drama stuff so what she likes is what she learns fom books. She also likes to

make her designs to doll size designs and actually sew them into doll clothes for her American girl

dolls. Anyway back to this wonderful book It is worth every penny and alot more.This one

shows:creating texture, drawing techniques,color basics a color wheel,fashion terms, fashion

textures, Figure proportions, poses heads hands .......... so much more. Then it gets into fashions

from new styles to some vintage styles. Also body templates. All I can say is I think once she gets

this she will be busy for a long time with it. I am glad she found it. The flare in the book was very

inticing and the styles were wonderful. This would be a great book for any age. My daughter is 10

but I could see young adults even enjoying if it was something they wanted to get into.

Lots of information, but the pages don't lend easily to being drawn on. It's ok and good for the price.

Bought for my 7 year old and she loves it. It has absolutely helped her in her drawings!
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